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SALERNO

By A.B. Austin. Representing The Combined British Press

Salerno. Sept.l7

The Germans are shewing signs of pulling out from the' Salerno bridgehead. Their

latest efforts, to break through to the main road and the beaches south of Salerno

have been beaten back.

Now that the main Eighth Army force from the south has almost reached the Fifth

Army the German stand round the Salerno bridgehead is coming to an end. The signs of

withdrawal have begun at the southern end of the bridgehead, in American area.

Today it locked as if they were beginning to pull away from the tail end of the

British sectot as well. Before' they leave they are doing everything they can to

harass the Fifth Army force, which is growing larger and stronger every day as

reinforcements arrive. ..

Each German withdrawal is preceded by an attack. They are probably trying to

keep our forward bridgehead infantry busy in the hills while they remove their own

ammunition and supply dumps further north to prepare for the next stage of the

campaign, ~>■ . ’ ‘ jf!

At present the end: of their delaying action on the Salerno bridgehead has led to

a series of small, confused battles in the hills. The enemy are holding most firmly

the narrow mountainous strip roundSalerno itself, described to me by-a General today

as "just like the north west frontier of India", A gunner-observer is climbing over-

head as I type to look for a German gun which was,he says ,left behind when the latest

German thrust through the hills fell back. That is the German method. They filter

through by night, leave a gun or a machine gun snugly screened on some hillside

hollow, and open fire on our road transport or gun positions. Then another, small

fight starts for the destruction of the forward German nest.

British infantry are now fighting to regain three hills about two miles from the

main Salerno road from which the Germans can shell us. They call them "Crucifix

Hill, "The Snout" and "The Pimple", Crucifix Hill and most of The Snout have been

recaptured. The Pimple is being attacked by one of those fierce concentrations-of

shell fire which are growing more intense every day as the Fifth Army's gins increase.

In the last few days the Germans have made an attack every day, always on a

different part of the bridgehead. Yesterday’s was in the centre sector, The day before

it was nearer Salerno,

Now that the bridgehead period is nearly over it is possible to say what General

Mark Clark’s American and British Fifth Army has achieved by the Salerno landing. There

is no doubt that, if the Fifth Army had not landed a week ago, the Eighth Army would

still be fighting hard much further south. At least two German Divisions, the 29th

Panzer Grenadier Division, and the 26th Panzer Division, were diverted from the Eighth

Army’s front by cur landing.

The bulk of four or five Divisions have been thrown in by the Germans against the

Salerno bridgehead. Men of the Hermann Goering 16th Panzer, 26th Panzer, and 29th

Panzer Grenadier have been
*

identified. Yesterday British Commandos captured the

Commanding Officer and 140 men of Panzer Grenadiers in one of the many hill struggles.
It is not surprising that we did not break through at once from the Salerno bridgehead

it is realised that the enemy knew almost exactly where and when we were going to

land, I saw today a captured German Order detailing an anti-invasion exercise which

was to be held along the Salerno Gulf on the night of Sept 6/7.

The exercise assumed that an enemy fleet was about to make a landing in the Gulf

of Salerno,

A captured/
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A captured Italian Order of the night of September 7/8, the night before we

landed* reported*that an Allied invasion fleet was steaming north and that it looked

to land in the Battipaglia area. In fact, our convoy was picked up by the

Luftwaffe.south cf Sicily and was shadowed all the way. This was not the result of

bad Security, The Germans were using common sense. They knew that another landing

was likely following the Eighth Army’s invasion of the toe of Italy and they knew

that the Gulf of Salerno was the next possible beach further North, They also knew

that we were not likely to land north of Salerno, • because that is the limit for

fighter aircraft based cn Sicily, The announcement of the Italian Armistice nine

hours before cur landing gave the German's just time to mine the beaches and take

over the beach defences from the Italians, In other words, they had every advan-

tage 'on their side. According, to the text books they should have thrown us back 0..

into the sea. As it turned cut they did not do so very well. They fought hard on

the beaches, but only for a day. Since then their fighting has been confined to r.
•

small, though sometimes dangerous, infiltration attacks from the hills, 'They did

not even nine the roads or blow up the bridges behind the beaches, They left the

demolition charges in Salerno harbour unexplcded, 'Thy?, Perhaps because they

expected their first-*line beach defence to hold out for longer than it did. They

• would, want to be able to raeve their supplies and reserves freely up and • down the

main roads for as long as possible. They were worried by the growing ; Italian lack

cf co-operation, even; before the Armistice.,' It ,1s nob certain that General

Gonzaga, Commander of the Italian 222nd Coastal. Division,, was shot by.the Germans

for his ’’un-cooperative attitude,v

. If troops like General Gonzaga’s had,been left

in control of the beaches, as they were until the Armistice, our -first fight would

have been easier,...

Dut now that the break through cannot be long delayed what matters is the

knowledge that a landing can be made against strong opposition, even if the enemy

knows where and when you are earning,- provided the enemy’s air. force is as weak as

the Luftwaffe in Italy, A ■ »b b' ■
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